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Abstract: In a power system, the analysis of transient signals is the theoretical basis of fault diagnosis
and transient protection theory. Shannon wavelet entropy (SWE) and Shannon wavelet packet entropy
(SWPE) are powerful mathematics tools for transient signal analysis. Combined with the recent
achievements regarding SWE and SWPE, their applications are summarized in feature extraction of
transient signals and transient fault recognition. For wavelet aliasing at adjacent scale of wavelet
decomposition, the impact of wavelet aliasing is analyzed for feature extraction accuracy of SWE and
SWPE, and their differences are compared. Meanwhile, the analyses mentioned are verified by partial
discharge (PD) feature extraction of power cable. Finally, some new ideas and further researches are
proposed in the wavelet entropy mechanism, operation speed and how to overcome wavelet aliasing.

Keywords: Shannon wavelet entropy; Shannon wavelet packet entropy; power system; transient
power signals; wavelet aliasing; accuracy of the feature extraction

1. Introduction

The identifying and processing of transient signals are the basis for operation monitoring, fault
diagnosis and power quality analysis in a power system, which also provide technical support
for rely protection [1–3]. When faults occur on the high-voltage transmission lines and electrical
equipment, voltage and current involve a large number of transient components of non-fundamental
frequency and might change with fault location, fault resistance etc. Transient signals caused by
faults are non-stationary random process, which involve transient overvoltage, voltage dips, voltage
interruptions and voltage pulse [4]. During the analysis of transient signals, transient feature would
be swamped by systematic noise because of its low energy and magnitude [5]. Therefore, it is key to
extract transient features exactly from power signals. At the same time, it is difficult to identify transient
disturbance efficiently because the quantity of transient feature is large, redundancy information exists
and dimension is not unified [6]. The traditional feature extraction methods are based on the digital
filter of the Fourier transform. However, the Fourier transform is invalid in analysis of non-stationary
fault signals [7]. With the development of wavelet theory and entropy statistical theory, thanks to
the fast development of high-speed A/D and DSP technology, SWE and SWPE are widely applied
to the analysis and processing of transient signals in a power system, and their advantages have
been unfolded. On the one hand, wavelet theory and wavelet packet theory are gradually improved
and developed, and researches of algorithm structure and fast algorithm are deepened [8,9]. On the
other hand, based on the advantages of wavelet theory and wavelet packet theory, they combine with
entropy theory, which is developed toward practical direction [10–12].
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From the recent achievements about SWE and SWPE in analysis of transient signals in a power
system, their applications are summarized in feature extraction of transient signals and transient fault
recognition. According to wavelet aliasing at adjacent scale of wavelet decomposition, the impact is
analyzed on feature extraction accuracy of SWE and SWPE, and their accuracy of are compared in
feature extraction. Meanwhile, the analyses mentioned are verified by PD feature extraction of power
cable. Finally, some new ideas and further researches are proposed.

2. Application of SWE and SWPE in a Power System

2.1. Application of SWE in a Power System

SWE is a feature extraction method for transient signals in a power system, and professor He is
an earlier specialist who applied SWE to identifying and processing of transient signals in a power
system [13]. In 2001, professor He proposed the multi-resolution entropy which is Shannon wavelet
time entropy, and it is applied to fault diagnosis in a power system. Then, reference [14] defines
two kinds of SWE and corresponding calculation methods, and it is applied to feature extraction of
transient signals. The result of experiment shows that this method is very efficient. In 2005, professor
He defined Shannon wavelet energy entropy (SWEE), Shannon wavelet time entropy (SWTE), Shannon
wavelet singularity entropy (SWSE) and corresponding algorithms were put forward. The mechanisms
of three wavelet entropies were analyzed. Simulation results indicated that three wavelet entropies
can be applied to fault detection of power system [15]. Thereafter other scholars and experts have
made a lot of research work about the identifying and processing of transient signals based on the
above research.

In reference [16], a wavelet-entropy-based PD de-noising method has been proposed. The features
of PD are characterized by combining wavelet analysis that reveals the local features and Shannon
entropy that measures the disorder. Comparing with other methods such as the energy-based method
and the similarity-comparing method, the proposed wavelet-entropy-based method is more effective
in PD signal de-noising. In reference [17], detection of fault type has been implemented by using
Shannon wavelet entropy. Different types of faults are studied obtaining various current waveforms.
These current waveforms are decomposed by using wavelet analysis. The wavelet entropies
of such decompositions are analyzed reaching a successful methodology for fault classification.
In reference [18], SWE is applied to system fault-detection and out-of-step protection during power
swing, and stable power swings from unstable ones is distinguished by the method. Combined
with the characteristic of SWE, reference [19] presents the appliance of SWE in the non-unit transient
protection and the accelerated trip of transmission line protection. A new scheme of two applications
of protection based on SWSE is presented. Compared with the criterion of wavelet model maximum,
the criterion of accelerated trip overcomes the influence of signal magnitude.

In order to improve the accuracy of feature extraction and fault recognition, based on advantages
of SWE, many experts and scholars combine SWE with neural networks, support vector machine
(SVM), etc. Reference [20] analyzes the principles and the features of various voltage sags caused by
power system short circuit faults, startup of induction motors and operation of power transformers, a
method is proposed to identify voltage sag sources based on SWE and probability neural network.
In reference [21], a grounding fault detection method based on SWE is proposed for loop net of
DC system, which combines wavelet analysis with Shannon entropy to extract signal feature, and it
achieves intelligent recognition. Based on Shannon entropy and SVM, reference [22] proposes a novel
method for fault type recognition in distribution network. Then, the method can identify the fault
types rapidly and accurately, and it can not be affected by transition resistance or faulty location and
so on. Reference [23] proposes a method to identify short-time power quality disturbances based on
improved SWEE and SVM. And it can classify the short-time power quality disturbances.
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2.2. Application of SWPE in a Power System

Based on the analysis for SWE, it is found that when signal frequency components concentrate in
the high frequency band, due to the roughness of wavelet decomposition in the high frequency band,
high frequency components of similar frequency will be in the same scale and calculation accuracy of
SWE is directly affected. To overcome the roughness of wavelet decomposition in the high frequency
band, many experts and scholars combine wavelet packet transform (WPT) with Shannon entropy,
and carry out much work on the identifying and processing of transient signals. In reference [24], the
feature extraction method based on the Shannon wavelet packet time entropy (SWPTE) is proposed
for the timely monitoring of distribution network and the quick identification of its operating states:
normal, abnormal and faulty. With better adaptability and being immune to the network topology, line
type, fault type, fault occurrence time, fault location and transition resistance, the proposed method
can correctly identify the typical operating states of distribution network. Reference [25] uses SWPE to
analyze the transient fault current in the protection location of the series compensated transmission
line with static synchronous series compensator. In reference [26], based on WPT and Shannon entropy
theory, a new method is presented to diagnosis fault for high voltage circuit breakers, and its steps
and analysis are also introduced. The experimentation indicates the method can easily and accurately
diagnose breaker faults, and gives an excellent resolution for fault diagnosis of HV circuit breakers.

Based on research above, many experts and scholars combine SWPE with neural networks,
S-transform, SVM to extract fault feature and improve accuracy of feature extraction. Reference [27]
combines Shannon entropy with WPT, and a new fault diagnosis method for power system is
proposed, which achieves intelligent fault diagnosis. Aiming at the power quality and disturbance
recognition, reference [28] proposes an automated recognition method based on SWPE and the
modified S-transform. The experimental results show that the proposed method can effectively
recognize the single and combined PQ disturbances. Based on Shannon entropy, S-transform, PSO
algorithm and SVM, reference [29] proposes a novel method for mechanical fault diagnosis of high
voltage circuit breakers, and it can accurately extract fault feature and classify. For a motor mechanical
fault diagnosis, reference [30] combines Shannon entropy with SVM and genetic algorithm, and
presents the method of motor mechanical fault diagnosis, and the experiment proves its reliability and
veracity. Reference [31] build an air-gap discharge model in simulative transformer tank, collecting
PD signals based on constant voltage method, utilizing wavelet packet decomposition method to
partition the PD signal bands obtaining signal energy distribution in each frequency band as well as
total signal energy tendency along with PD development process. The new PD parameter describing
the development process and Shannon wavelet packet energy entropy (SWPEE) are proposed based on
the signal energy variation in each frequency band. Due to the cyclic change of wavelet packet energy
entropy, the step points of SWPE are taken as the way to effectively divide the PD development stage.

2.3. Problems Existed in SWE and SWPE in a Power System

The biggest feature of SWE and SWPE is to combine the advantages of wavelet multi-resolution
analysis with the Shannon entropy theory of system complexity characterization to extract signal
features hidden in the original power signal. The results deduced by SWE and SWPE involve not only
the complexity and uncertainty of system model, but also the features of the fault information, which
provides a new solution for transient signal feature extraction and transient fault recognition. But the
recent analyses indicate that SWE and SWPE still have some problems as follows:

1. When the measured signal is more complex and contains a lot of random signals, there is the
severe energy leakage and frequency aliasing in the wavelet coefficients (or reconstructed signals)
with increasing of the wavelet decomposition scale [32]. So, the complexity and feature of signal
can not be accurately expressed when the adjacent wavelet coefficients (or reconstructed signals)
are taken as basic data to participate in the calculation of SWE and SWPE.
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2. When most signal components concentrate in the high frequency band, due to the roughness of
wavelet decomposition in the high frequency band, the high frequency components of similar
frequency will be in the same scale and calculation accuracy of SWE is directly reduced.

3. For feature extraction of different transient signals, the studies, about the relationship between
different entropy statistical properties and the signal feature, are still in the initial stage, which
needs theoretical basis to support the transient signal extraction.

4. For the different transient signals, sampling frequency of signals and wavelet decomposition scale
exert influence on the accuracy and speed of feature extraction, but there has been no relevant
research lately.

3. Comparison of Feature Extraction Accuracy and Wavelet Aliasing Effect on SWE and SWPE

3.1. Comparison in Accuracy of Feature Extraction for SWE and SWPE

SWE and SWPE are separately based on WT and WPT. Frequency decomposition of WT is shown
in Figure 1, and frequency decomposition of WPT is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Frequency decomposition of WT.
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Figure 2. Frequency decomposition of wavelet packet transform (WPT).

Through the analysis, when signal frequency components concentrate in the high frequency
band, due to the roughness of wavelet decomposition in the high frequency band, high-frequency
components of similar frequency will be in the same scale and calculation accuracy of SWE is directly
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reduced. So, feature extraction accuracy of SWPE is significantly greater than SWE. SWSE and Shannon
entropy wavelet packet singular entropy (SWPSE) are cited as examples to compare their accuracy of
feature extraction, and derivative process is as follows [33].

WPT is used to decompose x (n) into m scales and it is reconstructed, and the frequency band of
single branch reconstructed signal Di (n) and Ai (n) are Di (n) :

[
2−(i+1)fs, 2−ifs

]
Ai (n) :

[
0, 2−(i+1)fs

] i = 1, 2, · · · , m (1)

where sampling frequency is expressed as fs. For convenience, the Ai (n) is expressed as

Di (n) (i = m + 1, · · · , 2m), so x (n) =
2m

∑
i=1

Di (n).

It is supposed that Di (n) involves ki different frequency components, so
pm (i) = λi

m
∑

i=1
λi

qik = λik
ki
∑

k=1
λik

(2)

where singular value of Di (n) is expressed as λi; the singular value of the different frequency
components in Di (n) is expressed as λik, pm (i) is simplified as pi.

According to the correlation properties of reconstructed signals for WT, when the correlation
of reconstructed signal is strong on the adjacent nodes, the frequency components are more similar.
When the reconstructed signals of nodes are approximate on the adjacent nodes, the corresponding
singular value will be to zero. Reversely, when the frequency components of reconstructed signals are
great difference on nodes, the singular value will increase correspondingly.

According to the definition of SWSE, the x (n) is calculated as follows.

WSWSE (p1, · · · , pm) = −
m

∑
i=1

pilnpi (3)

Obviously, by analyzing Equations (2) and (3), the traditional SWSE does not accurately express ki

different frequency components of Di (n), therefore frequency component of each reconstructed signal
is so complicated that the sum of its singular value is greater than the singular value corresponding

to Di (n) without frequency sub-dividing, which is pi ≤
ki
∑

j=1
qi (j) and qi (j) is simplified as qik. The

calculating process by SWPSE is listed as follows.

WSWPSE

(
q11, · · · , q1k1

, · · · , qm1, · · · , qmkm

)
= −

m
∑

i=1

ki
∑

k=1
qiklnqik

= −
[

m
∑

i=1
pilnpi +

m
∑

i=1

ki
∑

k=1
qiklnqik −

m
∑

i=1
pilnpi

]
= WSWSE (p1, · · · , pm)−

m
∑

i=1

ki
∑

k=1
qiklnqik +

m
∑

i=1
pilnpi

≥WSWSE (p1, · · · , pm)−
m
∑

i=1

ki
∑

k=1
qiklnqik +

m
∑

i=1
lnpi

ki
∑

k=1
qik

= WSWSE (p1, · · · , pm)−
m
∑

i=1
pi

ki
∑

k=1

qik
pi

(lnqik − lnpi)

= WSWSE (p1, · · · , pm) +
m
∑

i=1
piW

(
qi1
p1

, · · · ,
qiki
pm

)

(4)
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By analyzing Equations (3) and (4), Equation (4) has an extra part
m
∑

i=1
piW

(
qi1
p1

, · · ·
qiki
pm

)
. According

to the non-negativity of Shannon entropy, when W
(

qi1
p1

, · · ·
qiki
pm

)
6= 0,

WSWPSE

(
q11, · · · , q1k1

, · · · , qm1, · · · , qmkm

)
> WSWSE (p1, · · · , pm) (5)

Based on the above, when a reconstructed signal involves the multi-frequency components, its
value of SWSE is smaller than SWPSE. It means that the accuracy of description for signal complexity
is affected by the extent of detail partition for the frequency band with SWSE. Therefore, when all the
frequency components of the measured signal can be decomposed into the corresponding frequency
band on different wavelet scales, the complexity description will be the most accurate. However,
frequency band are not evenly segmented, and the roughness of the frequency band partition will
increase with the scale reducing. When the multiple high frequency components of the measured
signal are attributed to the same frequency band, value of SWE is smaller than SWPE. So, the accuracy
of SWPE for feature extraction is higher than the SWE.

To verify effectiveness of analysis mentioned, SWSE and SWPSE is used to extract the PD feature
of power cable. Due to the electromagnetic interference caused by the mass amount of cables in the
tunnel, with the impedance mismatching between high frequency current transformer (HFCT) and the
data acquisition equipment, the signal features (mainly between 1 and 30 MHz) of the pulse current
produced by PD are often submerged by background noise, the detection results processed by software
and hardware are not still good enough. When PD occurs in XLPE cable (Table 1), a high-frequency
pulse current will be generated and flows from the high potential of cable core to the low potential of
metal sheath, and pass in ground through the cross connection box or ground wire. Therefore, high
frequency current transformer (HFCT) (band width between 0.1 and 100MHz) is connected with a
cross connection box or ground wire, pulse current signal can be collected based on the principle of
electromagnetic coupling, and stored in acquisition equipment through coaxial cable. The PD detection
process is shown in Figure 3 [33].

Table 1. Specification of cable.

Model Cable Core Cross-Sectional Area Insulation Layer Metal Sheath The Voltage Rating

YJLW03 Coppersplicing wire 800 mm2 XLPE Aluminum 127 kV/220 kV2016, 18, 437 7 of 15 
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As shown in Figure 4, the HFCT is installed on the three-phase ground wire of the cross connection
box, and is connected to the acquisition terminal APD-120D consisting of A/D module and data storage
through the coaxial cable. The data collection on the spot is shown in Figure 5.
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Using HFCT and data acquisition equipment to collect the PD signal and the sampling frequency
is set at 100 MHz, and the original suspected PD signal is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. PD signal collected by HFCT.

SWSE and SWPSE are used to extract the PD feature of power cable and the corresponding curves
are drawn in Figure 7.
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By analyzing Figure 7, it is known that the accuracy of feature extraction by SWPSE is significantly
higher than SWSE. So, the accuracy of SWPE for feature extraction is superior to SWE.

3.2. Wavelet Aliasing Effect on SWE and SWPE

According to the Section 2.3, there is the severe energy leakage and frequency aliasing in the
wavelet coefficients (or reconstructed signals). In order to research effect of wavelet aliasing on
feature extraction accuracy of the SWE and SWPE, Shannon wavelet energy entropy (SWEE) is as
an example to analyze the relationship between the wavelet energy leakage and the accuracy of
feature extraction [34].

Firstly, orthogonal wavelet is used to decompose the signal x (t) into N scales. It supposes
that wavelet aliasing does not occur at adjacent scales. So, the mathematical equation of ideal
SWEE is expressed as:

WSWEE = −
N
∑

i=1
pilnpi

= −pklnpk − pk+1lnpk+1 −
k−1
∑

i=1
pilnpi −

N
∑

i=k+2
pilnpi

(6)

where
p = Ei

E

E =
N
∑

i=1
Ei (i = 1, · · · , N)

(7)

where E =
N
∑

i=1
Ei is the energy sum of N wavelet packet coefficient set or reconstructed signals. Ei is

the energy sum of the i-th wavelet packet coefficient set or reconstructed signal. Then, it is supposed
that when wavelet aliasing occurs at adjacent scales and the energy loss from k to k + 1 is expressed as
α, the mathematical equation of SWEE is expressed as:

W′SWEE = −
N
∑

i=1
p′ilnp′i

= −p′klnp′k − p′k+1lnp′k+1 −
k−1
∑

i=1
p′ilnp′i −

N
∑

i=k+2
p′ilnp′i

(8)

where p′i =
E′i
E (i = 1, · · · , N), p′k = Ek−α

E , p′k+1 =
Ek+1−α

E .
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Then, the difference function Φ(α) is constructed as follows:

Φ(α) = W′SWEE −WSWEE

= −p′klnp′k − p′k+1lnp′k+1 + pklnpk + pk+1lnpk+1
= − (pk − pα) ln (pk − pα)−

(
pk+1 − pα

)
ln
(
pk+1 − pα

)
+ pklnpk + pk+1lnpk+1

= f (pk − pα)− f (pk)

(9)

where
f (pk) = −pklnpk − pk+1lnpk+1

= −pklnpk − (C− pk) ln (C− pk)

f (pk − pα) = − (pk − pα) ln (pk − pα)−
(
pk+1 + pα

)
ln
(
pk+1 + pα

)
= − (pk − pα) ln (pk − pα)− (C− pk + pα) ln (C− pk + pα)

(10)

where C = pk + pk+1. In order to analyze the properties of f (pk), it is transformed as follows:

f (pk) = −pklnpk − pk+1lnpk+1

= C
(
−pk

C

(
ln pk

C + lnC
)
− pk+1

C

(
ln pk+1

C + lnC
))

= C
(
−pk

C ln pk
C −

pk+1
C ln pk+1

C

)
−
(
pk + pk+1

)
lnC

= CH (P)−ClnC

(11)

where H (P) = −pk
C ln pk

C −
pk+1

C ln pk+1
C .

Apparently, H(P) is the Shannon information entropy that has two-channel information source
of the prior probability. According to the concavity of Shannon entropy function, H(P) meets the
following conditions:

H (δP + (1− δ)Q) ≥ H (δP) + (1− δ)H (Q)

0 ≤ H (P) ≤ ln2
(12)

Combined with Equations (11) and (12), f (pk) meets the following conditions:

f (δpk + (1− δ) qk) ≥ δf (pk) + (1− δ) f (qk)

Cln 1
C ≤ f (pk) ≤ Cln 2

C
(13)

So, f (pk) has the properties of the concavity, maximum and minimum values.
Based on the above, the curve of f (pk) is drawn in Figure 8. Combined with feature of wavelet

aliasing, it is supposed that 0 ≤ pα ≤ pk. Then, Φ(α) is discussed in two conditions as follows:

(1) When 0 ≤ pα ≤ pk,

The curve of f (pk) corresponds to ˆAM in Figure 1. With increasing value of pα, Φ(α) < 0, and
f(pk − pα) < f(pk) are found, which demonstrates W′SWEE < WSWEE as increasing of energy leakage.

(2) When 0 ≤ pk+1 ≤ pk,

If 0 ≤ pα ≤ pk − pk+1, with increasing value of pα, Φ (α) > 0, and f (pk − pα) > f (pk) are
found, which demonstrates W′SWEE > WSWEE as increasing of energy leakage.

If pα = 0, it demonstrates that wavelet aliasing does not occur at adjacent scales and
W′SWEE = WSWEE.

According to the above, there exists the close relationship among the calculation result of SWEE,
wavelet aliasing and energy distribution at adjacent scale. The research of SWPEE is similar with SWEE
which is not discussed in this article. To reduce the effect of wavelet aliasing on accuracy of feature
extraction, Shannon entropy should be placed by entropy that has adjustment parameter. By adjusting
parameter of entropy, the effect of wavelet aliasing can be reduced.
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Because of adjustment parameter q of Renyi entropy, Renyi entropy is cited as an example to
reduce the effect of wavelet aliasing on accuracy of PD feature extraction. Renyi entropy is an extension
of Shannon entropy, Renyi entropy is equivalent to Shannon when q = 1. In many cases, the Renyi
entropy has better statistical properties than the Shannon entropy when q 6= 1. Renyi entropy is
defined as follows [33].

WRE (m) =


1

1−q ln
(

∑
n

pq
m (j)

)
q > 0, q 6= 1

−∑
n

pm (j) lnpm (j) q = 1
(14)

The selection of q plays an important role in PD feature extraction. Taking a three-level system
as the analysis object, according to Equation (14), the statistical results are calculated, and the
corresponding relation between Renyi entropy and probability distribution are shown in Figure 9a–d.
According to Figure 9a–d, when q > 0 and q 6= 0, with the increase of q, the statistical range of Renyi
entropy will expand for the system state of small probability event, and the statistical sensitivity of
the small probability event will reduce correspondingly. On the contrary, with the decrease of q, the
statistical range of small probability event is reduced, and the statistical sensitivity is increased. When

q→ 1 , Renyi entropy is in accord with Shannon entropy. Because WSE = −
n
∑

m=1
pmlnpm, when pi = 0,

the value of the Shannon entropy may be missing as shown in Figure 10. At this point, the Shannon
entropy statistics will fails. Therefore pilnpi = 0 is usually defined when pi = 0. Based on the analysis
above, the more smaller parameter q of Renyi entropy is, the more accurate PD feature is.

Renyi wavelet packet energy entropy (RWPEE) is used to extract PD feature and q = 0.1. The result
of RWPEE is shown in Figure 11. Comparing with Figures 7 and 11, PD feature is obvious by using
RWPEE and it can effectively reduce the effect of wavelet aliasing on accuracy of feature extraction by
selecting parameter q of Renyi entropy.
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4. Conclusions 

In this article, researches about SWE and SWPE in a power system are introduced. Problems 
existed in SWE and SWPE in a power system are raised. Then, it is discussed in detail for accuracy of 
feature extraction and effect of wavelet aliasing between SWE and SWPE. Meanwhile, the analyses 
mentioned are verified by PD feature extraction of power cable. Although SWE and SWPE have been 
widely used in feature extraction of transient signals and transient fault recognition, there are still 
some problems to be solved. So, the future researches include: 

1. Basic theory about analysis and operation mechanism of transient signals based on wavelet and 
different entropy should be deeply studied and improved. For the negative influence of wavelet 
aliasing on SWE and SWPE, selecting different entropy of various statistical properties, 
optimizing the parameter of entropy, adjusting sampling frequency and selecting different 
orthogonal wavelet bases should be considered to reduce the effect of wavelet aliasing on 
accuracy of feature extraction. 

2 When SWE and SWPE are applied to relay protection, there are some difficulties such as high 
sampling rate, complex calculation, etc. So, engineering applications put forward higher 
requirements for the ability of real time application. The further researches should focus on the 
optimizing algorithm structure and the improving operation speed of SWE and SWPE. 
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4. Conclusions

In this article, researches about SWE and SWPE in a power system are introduced. Problems
existed in SWE and SWPE in a power system are raised. Then, it is discussed in detail for accuracy of
feature extraction and effect of wavelet aliasing between SWE and SWPE. Meanwhile, the analyses
mentioned are verified by PD feature extraction of power cable. Although SWE and SWPE have been
widely used in feature extraction of transient signals and transient fault recognition, there are still
some problems to be solved. So, the future researches include:

1. Basic theory about analysis and operation mechanism of transient signals based on wavelet
and different entropy should be deeply studied and improved. For the negative influence of
wavelet aliasing on SWE and SWPE, selecting different entropy of various statistical properties,
optimizing the parameter of entropy, adjusting sampling frequency and selecting different
orthogonal wavelet bases should be considered to reduce the effect of wavelet aliasing on
accuracy of feature extraction.

2. When SWE and SWPE are applied to relay protection, there are some difficulties such as
high sampling rate, complex calculation, etc. So, engineering applications put forward higher
requirements for the ability of real time application. The further researches should focus on the
optimizing algorithm structure and the improving operation speed of SWE and SWPE.
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